Folding a 36 foot Canvas Labyrinth

Step 1 – Sweep top surface of the canvas with a broom dedicated for use on the labyrinth only

Step 2 – Fold one side toward center
Leave about one-inch of open space at the center, sweep newly exposed underside

Step 3 – Fold other side toward center

Steps 4-5 – Repeat Steps 2-3 folding each side again, sweep newly exposed underside
Steps 6-7 – Repeat Steps 2-3 again, folding each side toward center, sweeping newly exposed underside

Step 8 – Fold the right side completely over the other side

Step 9 - Begin at far end opposite the entrance...Fold/roll sweeping as needed all the way to other end

Step 10 – Roll into storage container

Step 11 – Set storage container upright, add other materials and close
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